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About us

GOGLA is the global
association for the off-grid
solar energy industry.
Our mission is to help our members build
sustainable markets, made up of profitable
companies, delivering quality, affordable offgrid electricity products and services to as many
customers as possible across the developing
world.

160+ members.

Off-grid solar sales. January – June 2019.

TOTAL
• 46.1 million products sold
since 2010.
• 110 million people currently
benefiting from an off-grid
solar product.

Appliance sales. January – June 2019.

The GOGLA
Consumer
Protection Code

Funding partners:

Consumer insights
Elisabeth is an elderly woman who lives with her husband in a
village. Earlier this year an agent from Energy Company Alpha
came to do a product demonstration in her village. She liked it
very much but believed she couldn’t afford it and told the agent
this. The agent responded that she should gather as much money
as she can now and “then we’ll work something out.”
Trusting the agent, she gathered as much as she could and made
the downpayment. After three months she and her husband “ran
out of money” and had to stop paying. After one week, Energy
Company Alpha phoned her to ask why; she told them she
couldn’t afford it. One week later her system was repossessed.
Elisabeth feels embarrassed and ashamed of not paying her debt
and is upset to lose the lighting that she loved. “They should
never have exposed me to a debt in my position and age.”

GOGLA Consumer
Protection Code Principles

Transparency

Fair & Respectful
Treatment

Responsible Sales &
Pricing

Personal Data
Privacy

Good Consumer
Service

Good Product Quality

Defined & maintained
by the GOGLA
Consumer Protection
Working Group

Principle example - Transparency

•

Providers share clear and sufficient

Our
150+ members
information
on the product, service,

payment plan and personal data
privacy practices to enable consumers
to make informed decisions.

Off-grid solar manufacturers and distributors
make up three quarters of our membership base.

•

Providers share relevant and timely
information before, during and after
Others
include investors, trade bodies, think
sales.
tanks, funders and universities.

•

Providers communicate in a language
and manner consumers can
understand.

Indicators and Self-Assessment Tool

Value for
companies:
• Measure
• Monitor
• Report
Scoring tiers:

Commitments – 24 companies
A Commitment signifies that the provider embodies the Consumer Protection Principles in its
treatment of consumers and will use the Self-Assessment Tool to measure and monitor practices
within daily operations.

Endorsements – 14 organisations

The organization aligns internal practices with the CP Code and / or supports
off-grid solar providers to fulfil the standards.
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Strengthening the assessment
framework

Certification/ Rating
•
•

Third-party Assessment
•

•

Self-Assessment
•
•

Company led.
Provides an overview
of major strengths
and weaknesses.

Led by a specially
trained & accredited
assessor (individual).
Results include in-depth
analysis and a narrative
report.

•

Led by a specially
trained & accredited
assessor (agency).
Pass / Fail or Rating
(e.g. A - E).
Results include in-depth
analysis and a more
detailed narrative
report.

Consumer surveys
•
•
•

Representative results
using mobile survey
Qualitative &
quantitative questions.
Rich insights and
validation from
customers.

Increasing insights. Greater
demonstration of
performance. Higher costs.

Global Off-Grid Solar Forum & Expo 2020

Join us at the premier offgrid solar event to meet:
• 800+ off-grid solar
professionals
• 75+ exhibitors
Learn more at

www.offgridsolarforum.org

18-20 February 2020 | Nairobi

Drew Corbyn, d.corbyn@gogla.org
www.gogla.org/consumerprotection

Annexes

The Consumer Protection Code journey so far
Industry identifies need.

Initiative launch.

• Participants at the GOGLA Member
Conference determined the

May 2017

• GOGLA launched the consumer
protection initiative at the Global
Forum in Hong Kong.

January 2018

Indicators & SelfAssessment Tool
• The Consumer Protection Working Group agrees the
37 indicators.
• Companies that have made a Commitment start using
the tool to measure performance.

September 2018

Principles agreed
• The Consumer Protection Working Group
agrees the six principles.
• Organisations start to make
Commitments and Endorsements.

GOGLA Industry Opinion
on the CP Code

May 2019

July 2019

GOGLA members vote to
adopt the Industry
Opinion recommending
all members align with
the CP Code.

www.gogla.org/consumerprotection

The imperatives
for consumer
protection

1. Poor comprehension

2. Inability to pay

3. Over-payment

Customer lacks information /
understanding on product, price, payment,
balance, contract, warranty, etc.

Customer cannot afford payment
and defaults -> loss of asset and
investment.

Customer liable to high costs due to
inappropriate / unfair price, payment
structure or fees.

4. Financially overburdened

10. Power asymmetry &
Discrimination
Consumer coerced, faces discrimination or
unequal treatment based on income,
gender, age, ethnicity or other
characteristic.

9. Reputational damage



Consumer
risks

Customer’s credit rating or social standing
suffers as a result of default.

8. Misuse & abuse of personal
information



Privacy not respected.
Data shared with third parties without
approval.

Fraud.



Customer becomes indebted with family,
friend, or lender to pay deposit or make
payments.
Customer prioritizes payments over other
“essential” expenditures (e.g. school fees,
clean cook fuel, loan repayment, etc.)

5. Customer service is of poor
standard or not accessible
7. Product fails prematurely, is
poor quality, inappropriate or
dangerous

6. Lack of redress
Customer has no mechanism to issue
and resolve complaints / problems
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2. Financial

1. Brand

A default is costly –> loss of revenue, costs of
collection, asset value depreciation.
A systematic CP issue that is poorly managed
represents a major business risk.

A dissatisfied customer will spread
negativity about the brand.

5. Reputational

CP risks to
Companies

Company reputation may be damaged if
perceived consumer protection practice is
not adequate.

3. Investment
Company may not be able to secure funds
from certain investors if they do not
demonstrate robust consumer protection
practices.

4. Legal
Company faces legal risk if it has not
fulfilled its duties and obligations to
protect consumer rights (e.g. with data
privacy)
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1. Reputational

2. Regulatory

Sector reputation could be damaged in the
event of bad practice from one (or multiple)
companies (e.g. with micro-finance in India
or Facebook & Cambridge Analytica).

Government’s may enforce inappropriate or
burdensome regulation if they feel sector is
not behaving responsibly.

CP risks to
Sector

3. Unsustainable growth
The market may ”over-heat” if products
are systematically availed to consumers
that cannot afford to pay.
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Consumer
Insights Study

Consumer stories
Suzy is a young woman who runs a small jewelry shop and
supports a younger brother in college.
Eighteen months ago, she bought a solar system from Energy
Company Alpha and was enjoying the light for nearly a year
when her uncle fell gravely ill. She and her family pooled
their resources to pay for his costly medical treatments, but
unfortunately, he passed away and the family then had to
pay for funeral expenses. This put great pressure on Suzy’s
finances, and she fell behind on her payments.

Energy Company Alpha’s consumer care centre contacted
Suzy, and after discussing the problem, the payment plan
was re-scheduled; the monthly amount was lowered by 20%
and the term was extended. Since then Suzy has been current
on her payments and continues to enjoy use of the product.

Consumer insights study
●

●

The six Principles effectively cover all key areas of
concern raised by consumers in the study. Approx. 20
Indicators were added/supplemented following the
study.
Data Privacy and Good Product Quality were not
mentioned as concerns by consumers; Transparency and
Responsible Sales came up as most serious issues.

Key informant
interviews with 38
customers.

Focus group
discussions with
57 consumers.

Kenya & Tanzania.
November 2018
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Consumer insights study - Responsible Sales & Pricing
●

Most cases of consumer dissatisfaction leading to delinquency or repossession were due to
agent agents acting in bad faith - from misrepresentation of product capacities to
masquerading as consumers during verification/credit check processes.

●

The challenge of managing a distributed sales force is exacerbated by front-loaded incentives
and poor monitoring of sales teams.

●

All providers had some type of client verification / assessment process conducted by call center
staff - These calls (where completed without agent interference), appear to be operating well in ensuring customers were
well-informed.

●

Delinquency and repossession more commonly driven by (usually temporary) financial shocks, such
as medical costs, than mis-selling to consumers who could never afford to pay - Provider process for
helping customers get back on track varied, with some offering high flexibility and others not so much.

●

Pricing differences between PAYG and cash-purchase were minor and were never raised as
concerns by customers.
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Consumer Insights study - The Company-Agent-Client problem
➢

Agent supervision is weak or absent in some cases
•
•
•

➢

Agents misrepresenting the product, payment terms, or any other aspect of the company
offer
•

➢

In two of these cases, clients had systems repossessed

Underlying causes include:
•
•

➢

This contributes to an environment conducive to agent malfeasance, including fraud
Scouts going beyond marketing and taking on the agent’s role, without the knowledge of the company, who may not
even know who these scouts are, and with whom it has no formal relationship
Scouts impersonating agents, and both agents and scouts impersonating clients during client “verification” calls, thus
subverting the calls as a control point

Agent incentives misaligned with company: agent is incentivized more for short-term gain, whereas company &
customers suffer from consequences of bad agents even after they’re gone.
High agent turnover & insufficient training/oversight may be contributing to issue

Future research should include deeper exploration of agent behavior, including interviews
with agents
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The Agent problem – client stories
Rachel is a successful businesswoman in a rural town who sells grains and cereals in her shop. In June of this year, she saw
an agent from Energy Company Alpha (ECA) selling solar systems. She liked the product and bought it on an installment
plan, with the agent telling her to pay “as quickly as possible.” Following the agent’s advice, Rachel paid off within 3
months, despite having nine months to do so. The agent never asked her if she understood the contract, nor did she receive
any welcoming or verification call from customer care to see if she understood how much she needed to pay and for how
long. Moreover, Rachel was never told that she had the option to buy in cash for a lower amount -- a price she could have
easily afforded. “They should have told me about the amount I should pay and when.”

Elijah is a shopkeeper selling household supplies. Two years ago he bought a solar system from Energy Company Alpha (ECA).
Though he was offered to pay in installments, Elijah believes that it’s better to borrow from someone he knows than from a
company. So he took an interest-free loan from a friend and bought the system in cash. For over a year he was enjoying the light
when suddenly his home went dark. Elijah called customer care and was told that he had not paid installments on a health
insurance policy that was bundled with his system. Elijah was greatly upset as he had never been told about any such policy when
he bought the system, and was especially angry because he had paid for the system in cash and still his lights were now turned off.
He told ECA that he wasn’t interested in any insurance and just wanted his lights back on. Though ECA turned the lights back on
that same day, Elijah felt mistreated - not only was he surreptitiously sold a product that he never wanted, but a system he thought
he owned in full was interfered with by ECA.
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Consumer Insights study Feedback from companies

•

“An external view is very helpful, we value the chance to
discuss with experts.”

•

“This study has touched upon some of the most
problematic areas in our business.”

•

“Gaining more representative data that could inform our
operations would be a valuable next phase.”
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Consumer Insights study - Follow-on project ideas

• Tools an guidance on what makes a sales force effective and enhance CP.
Explore: agent / scout profiles, management and incentive models, good
practices, software and data tools, etc.

• CP and operations data: Develop a survey tool and conduct surveys for a
large, representative group of consumers. Gain new insights and help
companies guide their operations.
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Example of how a
company is using
the selfassessment tool.

Indicator example - Transparency

A1 Consumers are informed of key terms and
conditions of the contract, including:
-Duration of contract.
-Circumstances that may result in a change of
price or payment plan length (including changes in
foreign exchange rates).
-Sanctions for late and non-payment (including
penalties system lock-out, repossession policies).
-If applicable, possibility of reporting a consumer
to a credit bureau (for full and partial file
reporting).
-Provider's obligations to consumers

The CP Code has 37
indicators for the
six Principles +
Governance &
Management.

GOGLA consumer
protection program
2020

Consumer Protection program work streams
Developing the CP
Code

Tools & Guidance for
companies

• Develop the assessment
framework.
• Review & refine
Principles & Indicators.
• Monitoring &
accountability
mechanisms.
• Commitment &
Endorsement list on
website.

• Toolkit (GOGLA
Academies, webinars &
guidance notes).
• Consumer Protection
Survey Tool.
• Research (Consumer
insights 2 publication,
etc) and data (e.g.
benchmarking).

Raising awareness
& promoting uptake

Consumer Protection
community

• Outreach to
companies,
investors and
other
stakeholders.
• Articles, blogs,
webinars, events,
social media.
• Policy and
regulation.
• Country-level
initiatives.

• Consumer
Protection
Working Group –
consultation &
coordination.
• CP Code Affiliates
– sharing &
supporting.
• Coordination with
other initiatives.

How should GOGLA ensure companies have done a self-assessment?

“GOGLA should ensure
companies are delivering on
their commitment.
It will build the credibility of
the CP Code and help mitigate
risks in the sector.”

GOGLA requires
companies to submit
self-assessments.

GOGLA requires thirdparty (e.g. investor) to
verify self-assessment
has been completed.

“GOGLA should leave
companies to implement the CP
Code by themselves. It is an
industry association, not the
police.
Companies face enough
regulation and red tape.”

GOGLA requires a
Director to submit
letter saying a selfassessment has been
conducted.

Awards / recognition
for companies that
submit selfassessments.

No verification of
self-assessment
completion.

Possible structure of a certification / ratings scheme

•
•
•

•
•

Maintain
standards.
Accredit Assessors
& Agencies.
Host list of
commitments /
certifications on
website.
Promote CP Code.
Market Analysis &
Reports

Ratings
Agencies*

Independent
Arbitration

Energy
Company
Alpha

• Assess companies
• Issue reports /
certificates
• Report periodically to
GOGLA
Pool of
Independent
Assessors*
Energy
Company Beta

*It is envisaged that independent assessors would be appropriate for guided self-assessments, and a ratings agency more suitable for certification / rating.

Capturing consumer voices

Consumer survey

•
•
•

Representative
results using mobile
phone survey
Qualitative &
quantitative
questions using tool.
Rich insights and
validation from
customers.

• Assessing a company’s policies, processes and
practices is valuable but misses consumers’
perspectives.
• Capturing consumer voices can help validate the
performance of companies and give insights to
improve practices.
• Results may help to refine the indicators, for
example by providing insights on financial
overburdening.

A tool, service & new knowledge for the sector
GOGLA Consumer Protection Lean Data survey tool developed by 60 Decibels
• To measure performance of companies on the CP Code by speaking to consumers.
• Survey tool will be publicly available on GOGLA CP Hub.
60_Decibels offer CP Lean Data service to companies
• Deliver Lean Data projects for companies.
• 60 Decibels will develop a benchmark for GOGLA Consumer Protection performance to provide context
for companies and learning for the sector (where sufficient projects are funded).
Publication
• Aggregated and anonymised insights will be published (provided there is a sufficient number of
companies involved to ensure they are unidentifiable) to share learning with the sector.
Refining the CP Code
• The insights and learnings will help review and refine the CP Principles and Indicators.

Project led by

In partnership with

Assessing
ability to pay &
managing
default risk

After-sales
service &
warranty

Agent models &
management

GOGLA Academy

Consumer
Protection
Toolkit
Modules

Consumer
contracts &
transparency

Personal data
privacy & avoiding
discrimination

Webinar
Governance &
management

Repossession
policies &
practice

Interoperability and
compatibility

Digital finance
School loans, insurance, etc. through
mobile wallet using product as
collateral.

Common plug sockets and communications
protocols to give choice and flexibility to
consumers (though presents a quality
assurance challenge).

Data privacy and
security
More data, more use cases, more risks.

Increase in appliance
sales
Representing the lion’s share of product
cost. (Also increase in ‘productive use’
products to a lesser extent).

An eye on
trends and
innovations

Increased competition

Quality vs Sales

for consumers (and agents) will increase
marketing and sales pressures.

Increased company focus on portfolio
health, quality of sales and credit risk
management.

Government regulation
Thematic (e.g. data privacy) rather than
CP-specific.

“Leave no one behind”
A push to reach low-income and
marginal groups.

